Pharmacy Contractor MUR/NMS Post Payment Verification Process
Contractor
receives the
Evidence
Request
email /
letter

Retrieves the MUR/
NMS Patient
Consent Forms from
the sample period

Contractor agrees to
financial adjustment
and is notified of the
recovery amount and
date OR contractor
does not agree to an
adjustment

Submit MUR/
NMS evidence
with monthly
prescription
batch

Details of the
MUR/NMS
PPV review
are sent to
the PSRC.

MUR/NMS
evidence arrives
at NHSBSA
Processing
Centre and is
processed

PSRC agrees an overpayment has
been made & NHSE instructs
NHSBSA to recover the payment
under Reg 94. OR PSRC does not
agree that an overpayment has
been made and NHSE instructs
NHSBSA to verify the contractors
claim.

Contractor
receives phone
call / email if
evidence was
not fully
submitted *

Contractor receives
an email / letter
advising the
outcome of the
post payment
verification (PPV)
**

If PSRC agrees an
overpayment has
been made the
contractor may
choose to appeal this
decision.

Contractor is given
the option to
accept or appeal a
financial
adjustment if their
claims cannot be
verified.

If the appeal is upheld
the contractor will be
notified of this
outcome. If the appeal
fails NHSE will instruct
NHSBSA to reclaim the
payment made under
Reg 94..

* - Contractors failing to provide full evidence will be requested to submit with the next months batch.
** - The potential outcomes of the process are:
1. The evidence provided by the contractor matches the submitted payment claims. No further action is required;
2. The evidence provided and the submitted payment claims do not match and the contractor agrees the payment claim was inaccurate and / or an
overpayment recovery is appropriate. The overpayment recovery will be made;
3. The evidence provided and submitted payment claims do not match and the contractor believes that the discrepancy may be because of service provision and
claims being in different periods (i.e. an MUR/NMS has been carried out in one month, but not claimed for until a later month). The contractor will be offered
the opportunity to provide evidence for a different time period (up to the 12 months within the financial year);
4. The evidence provided and submitted payment claims do not match (including following outcome 3 above)and the investigation concludes an overpayment
has been made based on the evidence available. NHS England, via NHSBSA, will notify the contractor of the overpayment recovery and give option of appeal.

